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Background: Alzheimer’s and related dementias are on the rise, and older adults and their
families are seeking accessible and effective ways to stave off or ameliorate mild cognitive
impairment (MCI).
Aim: This pilot clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: 03069391) examined neuropsychological and neurobiological outcomes of interactive physical and mental exercise.
Participants and methods: Older adults (MCI and caregivers) were enrolled in a 3-month,
in-home trial of a portable neuro-exergame (the interactive Physical and Cognitive Exercise
System [iPACES™]), in which they pedaled and steered along a virtual bike path to complete
a list of errands (Memory Lane™). Neuropsychological function and salivary biomarkers were
measured at pre-, mid-, and posttrial. Ten older adults complied with the recommended use of
iPACES (complete dose; $2×/wk, 67% of the 15 who also had pre- and postevaluation data).
Statistical analyses compared change over time and also change among those with a complete
dose vs inadequate dose. Correlations between change in neuropsychological and biomarker
measures were also examined.
Results: Executive function and verbal memory increased after 3 months ( p = 0.01; no significant
change was found with an inadequate dose). Change in salivary biomarkers was moderately
associated with increasing cognition (cortisol, r = 0.68; IGF-1, r = 0.37).
Conclusion: Further research is needed, but these pilot data provide preliminary indications to
suggest neuro-exergaming can impact cognitive function, perhaps via neurobiological mechanisms, and as such may provide an effective and practical way to promote healthy aging.
Keywords: aging, cognition, MCI, exergame, executive function, neurogame, neuro-exergame
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As our worldwide population ages, the increasing burden of Alzheimer’s and related
dementias poses a significant challenge. While cures remain elusive, older adults and
their families are seeking accessible, affordable, and effective ways to stave off or
ameliorate mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Thus, research continues to explore
progressive behavioral methods for combating cognitive decline.1 Currently, dementia
cases are estimated at nearly 50 million globally, and the incidence of dementia is
predicted to increase by 50% and reach 75 million by 2030.2 These grim statistics
have led to increased innovation in clinical research, specifically the exploration of
various interventions that might prevent, delay, or ameliorate dementia and MCI.3
Additionally, clinical trials aim to clarify neurobiological mechanisms that might
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underpin any improvements in cognition or brain health.4
Exercise has long been known to benefit physical health,
and more recent meta-analyses of well-controlled trials have
identified specific benefits to cognition and brain health,
even indicating neurogenesis in older adults.4–7 Exercise is
especially promising for those with for Alzheimer’s disease
(AD) because of its neuroprotective features and is reported
to be more effective early in disease progression,8 and indeed,
promising results have been observed for MCI.9–11

Beyond physical activity alone
Despite the well-documented and varied benefits of
exercise,6 only a small percentage of older adults engage in
the recommended dose of exercise,12 and efforts to increase
participation have been explored, including the potential of
exergaming, wherein virtual reality or video gaming components may induce proper dosing of exercise.13 Furthermore,
some research suggests that combining physical and cognitive intervention components (eg, as in exergaming, dual-task
training, or other tandem/sequential offerings) may yield
added cognitive benefit, above and beyond traditional exercise alone, perhaps by engaging in both mental and physical
exercise yielding a two-for-one or synergistic, compounding
effect. For example, in the Cybercycle Study, after 3 months
(3M) of exercise, older adults who pedaled along a virtual
bike path were found to have increased executive function,
whereas those engaged in traditional stationary cycling were
yet declining, resulting in a 23% lower rate of conversion
to MCI.14 Similarly, other studies have incorporated video
game play or virtual scenery to enhance exercise and increase
cognitive benefits.15–17
While the research is expanding in this realm of multimodal interventions wherein physical and mental exercise
is mixed, there are a number of factors that may affect
outcomes. One consideration is whether it matters if the
dual types of exercise are performed separately (in tandem),
simultaneously (as in dual-task modalities, but where the
outcome of one realm does not affect the other realm), or
interactively (as described earlier in exergaming where the
two forms of exercise affect one another). Reviews of the
literature suggest promise in each variant of multi-modal
interventions: tandem18–21 or interactive combinations;22–25
however, it remains unclear what combination of factors are
necessary or more powerful in producing added cognitive
benefit. Combined/multi-modal interventions have been
shown to yield specific cognitive benefits, such as in executive function and memory,17,18,22,24,26–29 as well as in global
cognition.30 One study reported contrary evidence, that
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combined physical and cognitive training did not result in
additive effects, but this was a tandem study.31 Another study
compared different types of interventions in a randomized
clinical trial (RCT) and found that both the simultaneous and
interactive conditions yielded better cognitive outcomes than
a physical activity-only condition.22,23 More RCTs comparing
types of combined interventions are needed to further clarify
and confirm possible differential effects.

Physical and mental exercise
as components
While multi-modal interventions are gaining some traction
in clinical trials, research on the effectiveness of separate
components has a longer history with the benefits of physical
exercise alone having been well-documented in many highquality studies;5,32,33 however, the cognitive training literature
is more debatable, especially with regards to transfer or
generalization of effects.34 One meta-analysis of 52 studies
revealed that computerized cognitive training alone does
not significantly benefit older adult executive functioning.35
However, other evidence has suggested that cognitive
training, specifically cognitively stimulating computer tasks
and video game training, may yield cognitive benefits,36–39
with some caveats already noted earlier.34 Additional work
has shown immediate positive effects of cognitive training,
but these results fail to last long term.37,40,41 It may be that
transfer and retention benefits could be enhanced by layering
physical activity with or alongside of mental engagement;
given their different underlying neurobiological effects, it
is conceivable that there could be a useful synergistic or
compounding effect.40–42

Synergistic neurobiology
These more refined questions about compounding or
enhanced neurobiological effects, in some part, have already
started to be investigated; for example, in the tandem category
of multi-modal interventions, some research has explored
whether the order of or sequencing of mental or physical exercise matters. It has been argued that since physical exercise
changes the brain in profound ways, this may “prime” the
brain for benefits of cognitive training,40,41 and there is some
evidence in animal models to support this.42,43 Alternatively,
some have begun to partially test the reverse model in which
mental exercise precedes physical activity, and again there
is some supportive evidence in animal models,44 as well as
a feasibility trial to evaluate this in humans.45 We propose
that interactive exercise over time, in humans, may maximize
these underlying neurobiological mechanisms and processes
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promoting both neurogenesis and cell survival via physical
and cognitive exercise, but in a maximized way given the
constant feedback provided by a naturalistic form of interactive exercise that taps into evolutionarily adaptive survival
(eg, locomoting through an environment and accomplishing
tasks, akin to foraging and staying alert to cognitive cues
that might promote survival such as noticing a food source
or detecting a predator43).
The idea of additive, compounding, or synergistic neurobiological/neurophysiological effects has some theoretical
and empirical underpinning in the literature exploring mechanisms of action. It may be that there are unique neurobiological contributions of each form of exercise (both physical
and mental) that contribute to improved brain health and
thus better cognitive outcomes.46 Early indications from the
dual-task literature47,48 and also from animal literature43,49,50
have suggested there is merit in the possibility of different
neurobiological and neurophysiological mechanisms that
may underlie various components of interventions, such as
physical and cognitive exercises.50 Other research has investigated neuronal mechanisms behind the benefits reported after
exergaming and traditional exercise interventions.15,51,52 The
neurobiological mechanism by which enhanced cognition
occurs following exercise interventions is still unclear. One
suggestion is that aerobic exercise can act in a neuroprotective way, which in turn can increase cognition.53 These
increases in cognition are associated with larger hippocampal
volumes, increases in global cognition, and increased levels
of various biomarkers found in serum or saliva.9,53 Additional
research is needed to further clarify the role of physical or
cognitive exercise in activating or altering these underlying
mechanisms.

Factors affecting cognitive benefit
In addition to examining various outcomes and intermediate
neurobiological impacts of multi-modal interventions, more
research is needed to evaluate the variety of factors that affect
possible cognitive benefit from combined interventions,
whether they be in tandem, synchronous/dual-task, or interactive. For example, in a review of the broad multi-modal
exercise literature, Tseng et al54 noted that benefit from multimodal interventions appeared to vary depending upon the
premorbid cognitive status of the participants; that is, normative individuals may have been better able to extract benefit
while those with cognitive impairment may have found the
dual tasks too challenging and thus did not improve much.
However, they note this is preliminary speculation based on
a formative literature and that more, well-controlled studies
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are need to confirm this tentative observation. Other research
has pointed to the importance of examining the dose of an
intervention, whether administered over the longer term 22,27,55
and whether any benefits persisted over time.22,27 Indeed, a
review found that length and frequency of these interventions
affect the quality of cognitive improvement, suggesting that
1–3 hours a week for 3– 4 months were likely necessary for
increases in cognition.56
One factor that could be explored further is the “dose”
of cognitive challenge offered in multi-modal interventions.
While the results of the Cybercycle Study were encouraging,
one remaining question has been whether the cognitive
benefits of exergaming might be maximized by increasing the
“mental exercise” that participants were engaging in during
their interactive physical exercise. In a follow-up pilot RCT,
the Aerobic and Cognitive Exercise Study (ACES-pilot),57
comparing the cybercycle (virtual bike tour) condition,
“exer-tour,” with a more mentally engaging “exer-score”
condition, which involved an “off-the-shelf” video game
available on the same exergaming bike. In the exer-tour
condition, the level of mental exercise was considered “low,”
in that participants were observing and minimally interacting
with virtual scenery by controlling speed and direction while
pedaling and steering; however, there were no consequences
to “zoning out” (eg, no crashing or bumping into other riders
or obstacles, allowing continuous exercise, passing through
“ghost riders,” or riding the curb unaffected). In the exerscore, the level of mental exercise was considered “high,”
in that participants’ pedaling and steering were now in a
360-degree off-road environment, with surreal dragons to
chase, each valued at increasing points, according to their
color and range of difficulty to tag (eg, green was easiest to
tag/slowest, whereas blue was more elusive, etc). After 3M,
older adults randomly assigned to the exer-score condition
were found to improve significantly more on executive
function, suggesting that perhaps increasing the degree of
mental exercise while exergaming may result in increased
cognitive benefit.57

Maximizing the cognitive benefit
of exergaming
Subsequently, we launched a grant-funded RCT of ACES to
examine the possible differential effect of an increased dose
of mental challenge (NCT: 02237560),58 we chose to focus
on effect for MCI participants, aiming to replicate and further
clarify the role of different levels of mental exercise for any
cognitive benefit from exergaming in this vulnerable, target
population. However, while we were able to attract over
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200 potential participants to the trial, only a fraction were
able to comply with traveling to exercise on the specialized
exergaming equipment (placed at hospital rehabilitation locations as it was too big and expensive for in-home placement
and initially also in monitored locations for safety reasons).
In the end, while it was notable that exergaming (with either
low or high levels of mental challenge) eventually yielded
significant cognitive benefits for those with MCI; however,
only 14 participants were able to adhere over 6 months to
regular exercise using exergaming equipment located outside of their home. Furthermore, we recognized some of the
drawbacks to utilizing an “off-the-shelf” video game as part
of exergaming and control conditions in that we were not able
to tailor the level of challenge to suit a given participant, and
indeed some MCI participants discontinued the trial as the
level of challenge was too difficult. Additionally, we were
not able to reliably quantify the level of mental engagement, and although we assumed the challenge was “high,”
it was observed that some participants approached the game
casually, whereas others were strategic and rigorous in their
approach. Yet, the final “score” did not necessarily reflect the
approach taken by a participant (eg, strategic vs coasting),
since scores could be affected by a number of factors.

Further efforts to maximize cognitive
benefits of exergaming
Given the above-mentioned limitations of prior research and
the “off-the-shelf” exergaming technology used in our own
ACES investigations, our lab developed a tailored intervention
for the purposes of: 1) improving compliance (providing an
affordable, portable, in-home system); 2) increasing precision
in measuring behaviors that could quantify “mental exercise;”
and 3) allowing flexibility in the adaptability of the game’s
challenges to meet the varied cognitive function of participants,
as well as allowing the design of mental challenges to target
specific cognitive domains (eg, assigning a game-like task that
would stretch executive function, specifically). We refer to this
approach as the interactive Physical and Cognitive Exercise
System (iPACES™; patent pending: US15087351).
We refer to the iPACES as an example of a neuroexergame,59 since it synergizes exergaming with interactive
mental exercise that is specifically designed to maximize
brain health and thus, cognitive benefits while exercising.
Neuro-exergames such as iPACES could thus utilize many
different forms of exercise (eg, treadmill, ergometer, rower)
and employ varied mental challenges that strategically tap
many varied cognitive domains (eg, memory, executive
function, visuospatial skill, etc). To date, the iPACES has
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Figure 1 The interactive Physical and Cognitive Exercise System (iPACES) shown
as used in-home via a portable tablet-laptop paired with a cadence monitor on an
under-table elliptical and operated by a joystick equipped with a HR monitor (finger
sensor).
Notes: The image in Figure 1 shows the use of iPACES (tablet, pedaler, controller,
and HR monitor) in a home environment. The person in Figure 1 has provided
written informed consent for his image to be published.
Abbreviation: HR, heart rate.

been tested using a cycling modality and a tablet-based video
game designed to challenge executive function (Figure 1).
In a single bout study, older adults were found to have
significantly improved executive functioning (ie, generalized to a separate, standardized neuropsychological test).59
In that single bout study, participants pedaled and used a
controller to steer along a virtual bike path. A naturalistic
game scenario had been designed for the study, a priori, to
increase salience and possible transfer of learning,60 and as
such a list of errand locations were presented (eg, doctor,
pharmacy, grocery), and recall was subsequently challenged
as participants were presented with forced-choice forks in the
road (eg, florist or doctor; Figure 1). The mental challenge
was further amplified when participants complete the list
of errands and had to retrace their pathway home, recalling
the errand locations in reverse order. The culmination in a
working memory task was specifically designed in an effort
target and strengthen executive functioning, which is key to
maintaining independence in later life.
The present iPACES pilot study extended the above prior
RCT and lab-based research, and aimed to address barriers
to long-term exercise among those with MCI, by taking
this novel neuro-exergame into the home and providing
iPACES to co-residing MCI–companion/caregiver pairs.
Cognitive function was the primary outcome to be studied,
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in particular, executive function. Additionally, we planned
to examine possible underlying neurobiological mechanisms
coinciding with any cognitive changes, and planned to
examine changes in: Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1),
brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), cortisol, and
dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate (DHEA-S).
While a major aim of this pilot study was to examine the
feasibility of protocol methods in preparation for a larger
clinical trial,61 analyses were also conducted to examine any
effects of the intervention. It was anticipated that following
3M of prescribed use of iPACES:
1) Cognitive function might be affected as follows:
• Hypothesis 1 (a priori/primary): executive function
would significantly improve (as evaluated with ratio
scores from Digit Span, Color Trails, and Stroop
tasks)
• Hypothesis 2 (validity check): verbal memory (as
measured with the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment
Scale [ADAS]) was not expected to significantly
improve (based on the variability in past literature
on exercise effects); however, it was monitored as
a validity check given the memory-intensive nature
of the first component of the game that precedes
the targeted “mental exercise” (reverse-recall) task
component (ie, executive function)
2) Biomarkers might be affected as follows:
• Hypotheses 3–6 (exploratory): salivary IGF-1,
BDNF, and DHEA-S levels would significantly
increase, whereas salivary cortisol would significantly
decrease
3) Cognition and biomarker changes over 3M might be
associated:
• Hypotheses 7–10: executive function and memory
changes (3M baseline) will be correlated with biomarker changes (3M baseline)

Participants and methods
This quasi-experimental pilot study was approved by the
Human Subjects Review Committee of Union College,
and participants were recruited via networking emails
(announcing the study to the principal investigator’s
academic campus, and regional senior living communities
and medical providers), posting of flyers, running periodic
local newspaper ads, and holding recruitment sessions at
55+ older adult communities. Notices invited co-residing
MCI-caregiver pairs, but enrollment also allowed for “normative” co-residing pairs since sometimes no diagnosis had
previously been sought by community dwelling older adults,
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yet cognitive screening criteria for MCI on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA # 26) could be met and utilized
for the purposes of the research.

Participants
An initial pilot sample of 10 pairs was sought (vs utilizing a
power analysis to estimate sample size), given goals of evaluating methods and establishing feasibility since the iPACES
was still in development and thus further iterations were
anticipated, before funding for a full randomized clinical
trial could be obtained. Volunteers were excluded if they
were ,50 years of age, could not read a computer screen, had
inadequate hearing or speech to be tested, believed they could
not pedal an under-desk elliptical, were already exercising
at recommended levels (45 minutes of aerobic exercise
5–7×/week), or were not available for regular exercise participation for 3–5×/week for 3M. All participants were screened
with the Impaired Decision-Making Capacity structured
interview (IDMC62) and provided informed consent (cosigned by a surrogate or legally authorized representative
as applicable and/or per the IDMC).

Procedures
After completing the initial intake and baseline cognitive
evaluation with saliva sampling (passive drool), participants
were trained to use the tablet-laptop video game, Memory
Lane™, for a 20-minute single bout (as described earlier,
accomplishing a list of errands by choosing correct paths
along a virtual reality roadway and then retracing the list
in reverse order; no physical exercise/pedaler at this time).
Cognitive and biomarker assessments were repeated at
the beginning and end of each single bout training session
and thus before and after 2-week familiarization windows
(game-only and iPACES). These additional assessments were
included primarily to washout learning/practice effects63,64
ahead of the major mid-point and final (3M) assessments
which were of central, a priori, interest. Single bout and
2-week familiarization results were examined for exploratory
and feasibility purposes and reported elsewhere (unpublished
thesis by VanBrakle, 2016). Participants were instructed to
practice in the game for 20–40 minutes, 3–5×/week (per
the American College of Sports Medicine12) for 2 weeks,
after which time there was another 20-minute single bout
training session to learn to use the complete iPACES.

The iPACES intervention
The iPACES utilized in this study included an under-table
elliptical pedaler and a joystick to control the Memory Lane™
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gamei installed on a tablet-laptop. When using the iPACES,
participants were instructed to observe their heart rate (HR;
via a finger or wrist monitor) and maintain it in a target range
(calculated using the Karvonen equation).65 Participants were
instructed to practice iPACES 20–40 minutes, 3–5×/week for
a 2-week familiarization window, and then continue through
the end of 3M with cognitive and biomarker assessments
mid-trial (6 weeks [6w]) and at the end (3-months).

$VVHVVHGIRUHOLJLELOLW\
Q 

([FOXGHG Q SDLUVLQGLY
•1RWPHHWLQJLQFOXVLRQFULWHULD Q 
•'HFOLQHGWRSDUWLFLSDWH Q 
•2WKHUUHDVRQV Q KHDOWKFKDQJH

(QUROOPHQW
(QUROOHGLQLQWHUYHQWLRQ Q 
•6WDUWHGLQWHUYHQWLRQ Q 
•'LGQRWHQJDJHLQLQWHUYHQWLRQ Q 
JDPHWRRGLIILFXOWQRWHQRXJKWLPH

Measures
The cognitive assessments focused on executive function
administered in alternate forms at each evaluation and ratio
scores were computed to isolate the executive function
component from psychomotor and other effects: Stroop A/C
(40-item66), Digit Span B/F67, and Color Trails 1/2.68 These
measures of executive functioning were administered several
times to washout practice/learning effects, but the a priori
focus of analyses was on change from baseline to mid-trial
(6w) and end of trial (3M). The ADAS: word list69 was
administered as a type of validity check since memory was
not expected to improve based on the past literature; however,
given the intensive involvement of list-learning involved in
the Memory Lane™ game, memory was assessed to verify
it was not affected.
The biomarker assessments aimed to measure BDNF,
cortisol, DHEA-S, and IGF-1 in saliva. Samples were analyzed via enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays in triplicate.
However, not all participants were willing or able to provide
saliva samples and some assay results were outside the limit
of detection, and as such, on some variables, the missing
data from the already small sample of those who achieved
a complete dose of iPACES prohibited statistical analyses;
pilot results are reported for cortisol and IGF-1.

Analyses
Paired sample t-tests were used to evaluate change in cognitive and biomarker measures from baseline to mid-trial (6w)
and end of trial (3M). To evaluate the possible relationship
between changes in cognition and biomarkers over time,
Pearson correlations were computed using change scores
(6w baseline and 3M baseline) for cognitive and biomarker
measures.

Results
Potential participants were screened as mentioned earlier
(n = 74), and those who were enrolled in the study (n = 31)
were primarily co-residing pairs (eg, spouses/partners or adult
children/parent pairs; some single older adults were allowed
to participate if they were able to complete the exercises, for
1570
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PRQWKIROORZXS
)ROORZXS Q DWPRQWKV
•/RVWWRIROORZXSQRILQDOHYDO Q RIEHORZ
•&RPSOHWHGRVH îZNQ 
•$PELJXRXVGRVH ±îZNQ >ZHYDOV@
•,QDGHTXDWHGRVH îZNQ >ZHYDOV@
•'LVFRQWLQXHGLQWHUYHQWLRQ Q 
JDPHWRRGLIILFXOWWRRHDV\QRWHQRXJKWLPH
XQUHODWHGKHDOWKLVVXHV

$QDO\VLV
$QDO\]HG Q FRPSOHWHYVLQDGHTGRVH
•([FOXGHGIURPDQDO\VLV Q 
DPELJXRXVGRVH
Figure 2 CONSORT flow diagram showing enrollment and progress through trial.
Abbreviations: CONSORT, Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials; eval,
evaluate; wk, week; indiv, individual; inadeq, inadequate.

safety, in a designated common area at their senior living
facility; see Figure 2 for CONSORT flow diagram detailing
participant enrollment and progress in the trial). The average
age of enrollees was 76.1 years (SD = 10.4), and the average
years of education was high (16.6; SD = 2.5). There were
18 female and 13 male enrollees; all indicated Caucasian/
nonminority status. Overall cognitive function was assessed
at baseline using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment
(MoCA; a brief screening tool that samples multiple cognitive domains; average = 24; SD = 4.1). The participants that
were compliant with the iPACES intervention as prescribed
were characterized as having received a “complete dose”
($2×wk; n = 10; the minimum intervention dose of $2 sessions per week based on prior literature,17 allowing for up to
2 weeks off due to illness, travel, or technical difficulties).
Those participants who were not fully compliant with the
recommended dose, but yet also completed baseline, midpoint, and final assessments, were characterized as having
received an “inadequate dose” (,1×/wk; n = 5) were included
in some analyses below as a quasi-control group serving as a
point of comparison. Two other participants were excluded
from analyses due to receiving an ambiguous dose as they
Clinical Interventions in Aging 2018:13
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Table 1 Participants with complete dose of iPACES™ vs inadequate dose
Timepoint

Variable

Demographics

Age
Education (years)
MoCA
Color Trails ratio 1/2
Digit Span ratio F/B
Stroop ratio A/C
Word recall (ADAS delayed)
Color Trails ratio 1/2
Digit Span ratio F/B
Stroop ratio A/C
Word recall (ADAS delayed)
Color Trails ratio 1/2
Digit Span ratio F/B
Stroop ratio A/C
Word recall (ADAS delayed)

Pretrial

Midtrial (6 weeks)

Posttrial (3 months)

Complete dose
(#2×/wk)

Inadequate dose
(#2×/wk)

Ave

SD

Ave

SD

69.40
15.80
24.70
0.45
0.65
0.49
6.83
0.50
0.71
0.49
8.00
0.44
0.62
0.53
8.83

13.81
2.39
3.56
0.16
0.17
0.10
1.17
0.14
0.24
0.11
2.76
0.11
0.09
0.12
0.98

61.60
14.80
23.20
0.45
0.69
0.38
6.00
0.41
0.67
0.43
6.40
0.36
0.53
0.41
6.20

13.05
2.28
4.97
0.03
0.21
0.16
3.54
0.05
0.18
0.24
3.78
0.11
0.24
0.14
3.90

p-value

0.31
0.45
0.51
1.00
0.70
0.11
0.60
0.20
0.84
0.50
0.44
0.19
0.34
0.10
0.14

Abbreviations: iPACES, interactive Physical and Cognitive Exercise System; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; ADAS, Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale; Ave,
average; wk, week.

averaged between 1 and 2×/wk). No significant differences
were found between participants with a complete ($2×/wk)
vs inadequate (,1×/wk) dose at baseline (eg, age, education,
MoCA, and cognitive variables; Table 1).

Cognitive function
Cognitive function was assessed for change over time. Cognitive performance after 3M of in-home use of the iPACES

0.60

was compared at mid-trial (6w) and post-trial (3M) with
baseline performance for those participants who achieved
a “complete dose.” Significant increases were found after
3M for one measure of executive function (Stroop A/C; p =
0.01; Hypothesis 1; Figure 3) and delayed verbal memory
(ADAS; p = 0.01; Hypothesis 2; Figure 4).
Further probing of the data was pursued to aid in interpretation of the above-mentioned cognitive hypotheses and

Executicve function improves for older adults
(n = 15; ave MoCA = 25) exercising with
the iPACESTM neuro-exergame: pilot trial results

Stroop A/C ratio

0.55
p = 0.01

0.50
0.45
0.40

n = 10 iPACES complete dose
(3 months: iPACES ≥2×/wk)
n = 5 inadequate dose (<1×/wk)
iPACES: 3 months vs baseline (p = 0.01)
es (d) = 0.39

0.35
0.30

Baseline

1.5 mo

iPACES complete dose

3 mo
Inadequate dose

Figure 3 Executive function improves after 3 months pedaling and playing the interactive Physical and Cognitive Exercise System (iPACES) for community-dwelling older
adults (MCI and caregiver/companions).
Abbreviations: MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; wk, week; es, effect size.
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ADAS delayed recall (# correct)

10.0

Memory improves for older adults
(n = 11; ave MoCA = 25) exercising with
the iPACESTM neuro-exergame: pilot trial results

9.0
8.0

p = 0.01

7.0
6.0

n = 6 iPACES complete dose
(3 months: iPACES ≥2×/wk)
n = 5 inadequate dose (<1×/wk)
iPACES: 3 months vs baseline (p = 0.01)
es (d) = 1.86

5.0
4.0

Baseline

1.5 mo

iPACES complete dose

3 mo
Inadequate dose

Figure 4 Verbal memory improves after 3 months pedaling and playing the interactive Physical and Cognitive Exercise System (iPACES) for community-dwelling older adults
(MCI and caregiver/companions).
Abbreviations: ADAS, Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale; MoCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; wk, week; es, effect size.

their results. No significant differences were found at midtrial. In order to rule out practice effects as a sole cause of
improvements and as a point of comparison, the trajectory
of participants who did not achieve an inadequate dose of
iPACES (,1×/wk), has been also been displayed (n = 5),
and as expected, no significant changes in executive function
or memory were found.

Biomarkers

Biomarkers were available for some participants (n = 9) and
exploratory pilot analyses were undertaken. Given some
limitations noted earlier in collecting and processing salivary
biomarker, leading to fewer than five cases with useable
data for some analytes, some planned hypotheses could
not be conducted (ie, BDNF and DHEA-S, Hypotheses 4
and 5, were dropped from analyses). Among those who had
achieved a complete dose of iPACES and who also had useable biomarkers (n = 5), no significant changes were found
from baseline to 3M for IGF-1 (Hypothesis 3) or cortisol
(Hypothesis 6).
Pearson correlations were computed to compare change
at mid-point and over 3M in cortisol and IGF-1 with change
in the two cognitive outcomes found to significantly improve
(ie, Stroop A/C and ADAS delayed memory). An increase in
cortisol by mid-trial was moderately correlated with posttrial
improvement in executive function (Stroop A/C; r = 0.68) and
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similarly an increase in IGF-1 by posttrial was moderately
associated with final improvement in delayed verbal memory
(ADAS; r = 0.37).

Discussion
Given the rise in the incidence of Alzheimer’s and related
dementias, and a resultant desire to prevent or ameliorate
cognitive decline in aging, this pilot study was conducted
to evaluate the feasibility and outcomes of long-term,
in-home use of a neuro-exergame for older adults. More
specifically, this pilot trial with MCI and caregiver/companions suggests some encouraging neuropsychological
benefits and concomitant neurobiological changes after 3M
of using the iPACES. Ten older adults who were compliant over 3M with the prescribed dose of iPACES pedaled
and steered in a video game, Memory Lane™, wherein
executive function was challenged as they traveled along
a virtual bike path completing errands by discriminating
forced-choice options presented as forks in the road, and
then returning home by again recalling the correct path
in reverse order. This neuro-exergame, iPACES, engaged
the older adult with interactive aerobic physical activity,
wherein pedaling and steering controlled a set of mental
challenges that were a priori designed to target executive
functions (needed for maintaining independence in later life).
Among those achieving a complete dose in this pilot study,
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significant improvements in executive function and verbal
memory were found after 3M, while no significant change
was observed among participants who did not complete
the recommended dose. Among a subset of participants for
whom saliva samples were available, exploratory analyses
suggest that changes from baseline to 3M in cortisol and
IGF-1 were positively and moderately associated with the
significant cognitive improvements.
Feasibility of methods was demonstrated in that the
equipment and assessments worked well overall, with some
fine-tuning needed (eg, trouble-shooting over the phone if
a game/tablet “crashed” and the participant needed help to
adjust settings or reboot, etc). Exit interview data revealed
some attrition from the trial was due to the game not always
being well-matched to the participant’s ability level (eg, participants reported discontinuing due to dissatisfaction with
the game, citing it was either too hard or too easy/boring).
Future iterations of the game will address this issue by
increasing the responsiveness of the game to a participant’s
ability level, for example, ensuring the game adapts to
decrease or increase the level of challenge at a pace suitable
for a given participant.
The results of this pilot study partially replicate and
extend results from a prior study with the iPACES which
found an improvement in executive function for older adults
who pedaled and steered through the Memory Lane™ for
a single bout in the lab.57 The change in executive function
noted here after 3M of neuro-exergaming yielded similar
results as did past clinical trials, such as the Cybercycle
Study14 and ACES-pilot57 which found 3M of exergaming
for older adults yielded increased executive function. This
pilot demonstrated similar feasibility to that of Chew et al,31
by successfully implementing an in-home, multi-modal intervention for both caregivers and those with MCI. Additionally,
this pilot trial yielded promising significant improvements
from baseline to 3M, perhaps indicating that the interactivity is a key, salient component of the intervention (whereas
another study,31 which evaluated a multi-modal, but tandem
intervention, did not find any significant gains). Nevertheless,
the findings reported herein should be interpreted tentatively
given that the sample is small and only from a pilot trial,
compared with other studies that are fully powered with large
samples and randomized designs.
The neurobiological outcomes of this study are preliminary and interpreted cautiously given the small sample size
for which there were analyzable salivary biomarker results.
The relationship between increasing IGF-1 and cognitive
outcomes following exercise is corroborated in past research.
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However, the finding of increasing cortisol coinciding with
increasing cognition following exercise was unexpected as
it seems most prior literature on exercise finds a decrease in
inflammatory markers such as cortisol. However, there are
some studies that have reported an increase in cortisol with
exercise, particularly among older adults.
This pilot study has a number of strengths that may be
useful to carry forward in future work. First, the tablet and
pedaler were portable and could be readily placed in the
homes of the co-residing pairs (eg, under the kitchen table
or in the living room). This made it easier for the pairs to
exercise regularly because they did not have to wrestle
with transportation logistics or weather considerations.
The Memory Lane™ game provided some distraction to
capture participants’ attention during otherwise mundane
and potentially tiring pedaling exercise. Prior research
has found that in dual-task scenarios (walking and memorizing), older adults prioritize physical over cognitive
performance,70 but one strength of this study and intervention is that seated pedaling can be carried out with minimal
allocation of resources which increases safety and possibly
maximizes the effect of mental exercise. Additionally, the
game was adaptive to the participant’s level of ability,
recalling where the exerciser left off and restarting the list
of errand locations if the participant could not accurately
trace the path after two tries. Similarly, participants also
experienced adaptive, increasing challenge with repeated
successes, for example, mastering recall of 10 errand locations (both “forward” and in “reverse”) while retracing the
bike path home.
However, despite the enticements of three-dimensional
scenery and a mental challenge to attract one’s attention
and reinforce engagement, participants did not universally
achieve the recommended number of “rides” of at least
3–5 times a week. Some participants found the mental
challenge too difficult; learning and recalling a list of three
errands was too much for some participants, whereas others
found it too easy (quickly maxing out the length of errand
list, adding distracters such as birds flying across the scene,
or layering in another cognitive task as in the dual n-back).
Thus, future work should investigate different ways to
motivate participants to exercise at recommended levels.
It is possible that further enhancements to the Memory
Lane™ game would increase engagement and motivation
(eg, adding more compelling graphics, audio reinforcers,
enhanced scoring perhaps for sequential consistency, etc).
Also, by integrating alternate storyboards, the iPACES could
increase interest and be a challenge for more capable users
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(eg, normative caregivers), for example, pedaling to various
tourist destinations with a given state (vs to errand locations).
Perhaps taking advantage of additional technologies (eg,
portable virtual reality such as Oculus Rift) that deepen the
experience of a naturalistic task may increase motivation
and may also garner additional neurobiological synergy by
deepening activation of possible evolutionarily adaptive processes noted earlier. Similarly, for less capable participants,
it could be useful to have games integrated into iPACES that
target certain cognitive functions based on specific cognitive
challenges (eg, memory for family members’ names might
be reinforced when the correct fork in the road is taken to
pair a name with a face, or social skills/emotion recognition
is reinforced when the correct fork in the road is taken to
pair a stated emotion with a facial expression).
Limitations of this pilot study include a high dropout rate
(roughly half of participants). There were a few reported
reasons for this, which include unrelated health problems, but
more often participants realized that they could not commit
to exercising 3–5 times a week after enrolling in the study or
found the game or the technology/tablet too difficult to use.
The resulting small sample size put the pilot at risk of being
underpowered, and indeed just one of the three executive
function measures showed significant change. However, that
might be due to varied components of executive function
captured by each measure, and it is furthermore encouraging
that a significant change was identified even with a small
sample, indicating a potent/measurable effect (as also evidenced in the medium effect size). Clearly, this pilot is only a
preliminary step that needs to be followed up with a controlled
trial (perhaps comparing an active control condition) with
a larger sample, such that comparisons between conditions
might be made as well as salient factors covaried in analyses
(eg, age, education, sex, etc) and other variables examined for
possible mediating or moderating roles (eg, miles pedaled,
gains in score/word list length forward and backward, etc).
For example, being able to balance, homogenize on, or at
least measure/control for sex could affect results since aerobic
exercise interventions, resistance exercise interventions,
and combined aerobic and resistance training interventions
all had more pronounced effects of cognition when study
samples included more women than men.71 Furthermore, the
underlying neurobiological mechanisms through proteins like
BDNF as well as steroid hormones that differ between men
and women may account for these differences.71
Despite these limitations, this pilot study’s successes
suggest that further research on this type of interactive
mental and physical exercise should be pursued, given the
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feasibility of a long-term, in-home intervention. Future work
should include larger cohorts and preferably have a game
interface that is even easier and more enticing for an older
adult (especially those with MCI) to use; an appealing video
game and feedback from the exergame can increase older
adults’ compliance with a sufficient dose of exercise.16 Additionally, future studies might focus on making the Memory
Lane™ game an app that people could download on their
smart phones or tablets so that they could use an interface or
device that they are already comfortable using.
Future studies should also explore transfer of cognitive
changes and generalizability of impacts to ecologically
valid measures of everyday function, subject experience
of cognitive function, or overall well-being, such markers
might further clarify the possible clinical significance of
this type of intervention.57,60,72,73 Follow-up research might
also examine additional biomarkers that may mediate the
relationship between exergaming interventions and increases
in cognitive functioning. For instance, recent research has
explored how physical and mental training paradigms affect
brain network configurations.74 Also, it would be useful to
extend research, by teasing apart and comparing component
parts of the iPACES intervention, to explore how physical
and mental exercise may differentially affect neural plasticity
and neurogenesis,43 as well as how different types of exercise (eg, aerobic, strengthening, coordinated motions – be
they scattered, sequential, etc) may influence cognition via
alternate pathways.21
The current pilot study contributes to the evolving literature on exergaming, cognition, and biomarkers. It is hoped
that future research will continue to evaluate feasibility,
effectiveness, and relative efficacy of combined, especially
interactive, physical, and cognitive exercise interventions.
Delineating more specific outcomes from specific interventions would allow healthcare providers to make clearer
exercise recommendations to their older adult patients, and
such results will also encourage senior living communities to
offer appropriate classes or equipment that promote healthy
aging to delay and prevent costly cognitive decline.16 Such
goals are increasingly salient given the expanding older adult
population, and thus, both innovation and research are needed
to develop and identify efficacious methods for addressing
cognitive decline.

Conclusion
An in-home pilot study of a portable tablet-based neuroexergame for older adults (MCI and co-residing partners)
revealed the feasibility of trial methods and potential for
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executive function and memory to be affected by 3M of
regular interactive physical and cognitive exercise (iPACES).
Further research is needed to replicate the findings in a fully
powered RCT, but if confirmed, the implication is that older
adults, including those with MCI, may benefit from interactive (rather than tandem) physical and cognitive exercise,
which is feasible to integrate into their daily life and home
environment.
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